Solutions for Mobile
Distributor Company
on Cloud

Customer Profile
Country or Region:
United States of America
Industry: Retail
Mobile Distributor Company was
formed in New York Metropolitan
Area in 1999. The company grew
through territory expansion and
multiple acquisitions to become
T-Mobile largest wholesaler.
With offices in Nanuet, NY and
Los Angeles, CA, the company
currently services over 100
exclusive T-Mobile locations and
1800+ multicarrier wireless retail
outlets nationwide.
Mobile Distributor Company
distributes T-Mobile Postpaid,
Prepaid,
GoSmart
Mobile,
Univision Mobile, Ultra Mobile
and Metro PCS in parts of the
United States.

Application on Cloud
to Enhances Sale & Purchase
Capabilities for Mobile
Distributor Company
A Mobile Distributor Company had a large
volume of data from various companies
(partners, vendors, and clients) that needed to
be consolidated in a common chart of Accounts,
which could be easily evaluated and updated by
their employees. Merging such a massive volume
of accounts data together was an enormous
challenge. MetaOption provided a solution,
hosted, completely in Microsoft Azure which
help retailers to fulfill all these requirements.

Business Needs:We were facing numerous
business challenges and
needed an efficient solution,
which can help us to bring
more people in the store,
enhance our sales, drive
customer loyalty and increase
profits. MetaOption LLC
helped us in achieving our
business goals by providing
us a complete business
solution, built upon the
Microsoft Azure platform. The
expert professionals helped
us to leverage Windows Azure
cloud platform for automating
complex business processes
and get 100% ROI. We are 100%
satisfied with the services
provided by MetaOption, and
would like to work with them
again soon.
Chief Executive Officer
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track the returns of selling
items in the inventory and
their refunds, and besides, all
they the requirement of the
firm was to integrate it with
the web portal to improve the
transparency of the system.
They wanted to create a
mobile application platform
that could solve the four most
persistent issues that mobile
retailers face.
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As each of the customer
apps is very diverse, so the
platform offered is exactly the
same. There is a single code
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and much more. The Mobile
Distributor Company is gaining
new insights into the data
attainment and analysis. The
extremely

scalable

solution

allows the company to work
with vast extents of data
without

compromising

on

costs. The company got many
benefits due to this solution
hosted in Microsoft Azure
as it helps to drive customer
engagement, upper sales, and
improved loyalty.
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Microsoft Azure is an open
and flexible cloud platform
that permits companies to
rapidly deploy and manage
its products. It can be swiftly
integrated with the company’s
existing

IT

environment.
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Increases Competitive
Advantage
Hosting the application on
Microsoft Azure has helped
the retail company to reduce
the

number

of

instances

deployed as well as customer
on-boarding time.

Why MetaOption?
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and organizations, based in
different parts of the sphere.
Our valuable assets include a
team of highly experienced
engineers,

developers,

technicians and consultants,

MetaOption LLC.,
574 Newark Avenue, Suite 210
Jersey City, NJ 07306
Phone: +1 (201) 377-3150
Fax: +1 (201) 377-3150
Email: info@metaoptionitsolutions.com
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